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Hobby Lobby set for mall

SPOTLIGHT

If you’re fortunate
enough to have older
friends, neighbors
or relatives you’re
on good terms with,
make the most of it.
Editorial, A4

By DAVID DELCORE
STAFF WRITER

BERLIN — A year from now
Hobby Lobby should be doing
business in the Berlin Mall, and
Vermont Bobbin Country Store
and The Shoe Department likely
won’t be.
Both long-time mall businesses will be displaced under a

just-executed “long-term lease”
that entitles Hobby Lobby to 49,000
square feet of existing retail space
— most of it currently vacant.
Some of it isn’t, and that includes
the 4,000-square-foot storefront
The Shoe Department has occupied since 1997 and the 4,201
square feet occupied by Vermont
Bobbin Country Store — a locally

owned business that launched its
first shop in the mall in 2007.
The currently occupied contiguous storefronts are part of a
package that contemplates Hobby
Lobby taking over the north end of
the mall that was built in 1987 and
lost its last original tenant — a J.C.
Penney department store — just
more than a year ago.

The vacant J.C. Penney space —
just over 34,000 square feet — will
anchor a proposed Hobby Lobby
that will require an additional
15,000 square feet. That includes
two vacant storefronts that bookend The Shoe Department and
Vermont Bobbin. One is empty,
See Mall, page A5
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Late models
The ACT Late Model Tour will
have three events at White
Mountain Motorsports Park
in 2022.
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A group of volunteers gleans un-harvested carrots recently at Bear Roots Farm in Williamstown with Community Harvest of Central Vermont. The
group harvested about 5,000 pounds of carrots that will be distributed to area food shelves and senior meals programs. The group estimates
there is about 1 million pounds of farm surplus in Washington County that can be gleaned for people to eat. From left are members of the Copans
family, of Montpelier, Hazen, 8, Lucy, 11, and parents Rebecca and Jon.
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Barre pick will wait until ’22
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BARRE — A committee just
pumped the brakes on Barre’s
search for a new superintendent,
but not very hard.
Despite a short list of candidates that is a little bit longer than
she initially reported, Human
Resources Director Carol Marold
said preliminary plans to potentially offer the job by the end of
the year were deemed unrealistic

by the committee that met for the
first time on Monday.
Heading into the holiday season,
Marold said committee members
agreed not to rush their work
and see some value in the process
extending into January.
Some of that, Marold said, has to
do with uncertainty about whether
the committee believes a second
round of interviews will be needed
and the prospect of getting meaningful turnout for virtual and staff

forums with finalists was also a factor.
Marold, who was chosen to
serve as chair of the 15-member
committee, said the panel accomplished its primary objective —
setting a schedule. It is one, she
said, all of them can keep and
contemplates the first round of
interviews being wrapped up by
mid-December.
Marold, who initially indicated
there were seven applicants for the
superintendent’s job said there are

actually nine — two less than the
district received when it advertised
the position as part of a separate
search last year.
Interim Superintendent Chris
Hennessey has confirmed he is
among the applicants. That is consistent with his prior public statements.
Marold said the committee isn’t
scheduled to meet again until
Dec. 8. That, she said, is when
See Super, page A5
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Mandates
draw little
interest

PICTURE PERFECT

By GORDON DRITSCHILO
STAFF WRITER

The Legislature has authorized towns
to enact their own mask mandates, but in
Rutland County it’s hard to find any that
plan to.
A bill approved in special session Monday allows municipal boards to require
mask wearing in “public spaces” as defined
by the board. Gov. Phil Scott is expected
to sign the bill, allowing it to take effect
next week.
In the city, Mayor David Allaire has
consistently stated his opposition to such
a move and repeated that opposition last
week. Board of Aldermen President Matt
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See Mandates, page A5

Clare McAfee, owner of the Wig Goddess, in Berlin, photographs Montpelier High School student Nitya
Sharma on the campus of Goddard College in Plainfield on Tuesday.
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